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Abstract
The education of seafarers is extended by on-board experience and simulator training in order to prepare them for their work.
Simulator training is especially helpful to acquire situation awareness and practice high risk maneuvers, which could not be
performed during real missions. Unfortunately, commercial ship handling simulators are very expensive, occupy a lot of space
and students are only provided with limited access and practice time. Therefore, we developed a low-cost, low-space
alternative prototype using head-mounted displays (HMD). We aimed to resemble the commercial simulator, which is a cave
automatic virtual environment (CAVE), as close as possible, by using real ship maneuvering data and recreating the bridge
interior. Interactions with the interior were translated to controller interactions and an elementary physics simulation was
added. We conducted a within-subject user study to compare our new HMD setup with an existing commercial CAVE setup. The
results show, that the simulator using an HMD cannot compete with the CAVE setup in terms of realism. Although the
immersion is higher, the HMD setup lacks in realism due to the low-level physics simulation. Nevertheless, the prototype is
found to be a good foundation for further development as tool for educating ongoing nautical o�cers.
Keywords: Virtual Reality; Ship Handling Simulator; Maritime Education; Within Subject User Study;

1. Introduction

Nowadays, maritime tra�c is still a central factor inthe modern global economy (Manuel, 2017; de Souzaand Weller, 2003). More than 90 percent of the world’strade is transported over sea (Bloor et al., 2014). Re-cently, the number of crew members on-board hasbeen decreasing, in return the workload for individualsis increasing, when dealing with the ship operations.With many maritime accidents caused by human fail-ures (Emad and Oxford, 2008), increasing speed andsize of ships and constantly growing ship tra�c world-wide, special attention is put on the education of mar-itime o�cers (Demirel and Mehta, 2009). In order toget quali�ed and competent personnel, enough practice

in beforehand is important (Xiuwen et al., 2009a). A lotof experience and on-board training must be gained be-fore getting the license as a nautical o�cer (Int, 2017);especially, since going to sea as a profession is recog-nized as dangerous (Demirel and Mehta, 2009) withhigh risks (Xiuwen et al., 2009b). The training andrequired knowledge for every seafaring candidate onships of 500+ gross tonnage is standardized by theInternational Maritime Organization (IMO) via the In-ternational Convention on Standards of Training, Cer-ti�cation and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW Con-vention) (Int, 2017).Practicing ship maneuvers on-board is expensive (San-durawan et al., 2011; Xiuwen et al., 2009a) and doesnot totally re�ect the circumstances of a danger situa-
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Figure 1. The di�erent ship handling simulators (left) typically usedcommercial CAVE, (right) our virtual ship of the HMD setup.

tion as it would be too dangerous to expose trainees topotentially life threatening situations. A simulator issafe (Xiuwen et al., 2009a; Abasolo et al., 2014; Longoet al., 2015), �exible, has lower costs and comes with aneasier possibility to repeat the training (Xiuwen et al.,2009b). Therefore, training in a simulator in before-hand is a valuable method of education and trainingunit (Int, 2017; Demirel and Mehta, 2009). Still, simula-tors are expensive and have high operating (Ghosh andBowles, 2013) and maintenance (Sampson, 2004) costs,as the current simulators are Cave Automatic VirtualEnvironment (CAVE) setups, with several computers forcalculations, several projectors, a standardized copy ofsophisticated bridge equipment as input device, whichrequire a lot of space (Abasolo et al., 2014).VR technologies o�er a simulated environment thatfeels close to the real world. Furthermore, conditionscan be controlled, which makes it an e�ective trainingtool that also o�ers repetition. VR is immersive, be-cause it o�ers a speci�c sense of self-location in thevirtual environment (VE) and the possibility to interactwith objects with a form of feedback. With the devel-opment of head-mounted displays (HMD) users cannow freely move around the VE, while their positionand gestures are tracked. Further bene�ts of VR are thestimulation of all human senses, especially the sense ofvision in natural ways and new and di�erent modalitiesof interaction between human and computer (Psotka,1995).In this paper we contribute a full mission ship bridge VRsimulator using an HMD (Figure 1) to give students thepossibility to gain more experience with the simulatorwhile having lower operating costs, more �exibility andless space requirements. We conducted a user study onthe usability for educational purposes of this simulator.

2. State of the art

The bene�ts of VR technologies can be applied in manydi�erent areas. In general, simulations can be used

for distance learning or in science, as external in�u-ences, such as weather or tra�c, can be controlled anddangerous situations, like accidents, can be exploredwithout the real world consequences. Additionally, VRenvironments can be shared to easily recreate exper-iments (Psotka, 1995; Ponder et al., 2003). In gen-eral, VR technologies appear to be a promising tool forlearning with completely new �elds of application (i.e.danger situation) (Ponder et al., 2003; van Wyk andde Villiers, 2009). As a result, VR is currently beingused and investigated for training solutions in a varietyof industries and �elds like military, medical sectorand aircraft (van Wyk and de Villiers, 2009). Maritimesimulation also plays a role and in the following, wedescribe its current state of the art.In the main, maritime simulations can be used for sev-eral purposes, from studying ship behavior to trainingship crews. Maritime simulation can be subdividedinto two types: interactive and non-interactive simu-lation. Non-interactive simulations are used for study-ing di�erent conditions and scenarios with an autopi-lot steering the vessel on a prede�ned route, whereasinteractive models can be steered by oneself. Exam-ples for virtual reality based simulators are mannedmodels, remote controlled models, radar simulators,full-mission bridge simulators and virtual reality basedsimulators (Hensen, 1999). There are a lot more typesof simulators available, such as engine room, anchorhandling or crane and winch simulators (Kumar et al.,2016).For the purpose of our research, the full-mission bridgesimulators are of most relevance. They are the mostadvanced maneuvering devices due to their full-scalemock-up of a ship’s bridge, including all instrumentsrequired for navigation and maneuvering. Additionallyan out-of-window view with full-scale display of theship and its surroundings is produced to get a high levelof immersion (Hensen, 1999; Xiuwen et al., 2009a). Thesimulators are useful for training in intense sessions,can be connected with engine room simulators (Hre-niuc and Batrinca, 2014) and allow standardized train-ing procedures, with the possibility of repeating stan-dard and non-standard maneuvers (Ghosh and Bowles,2013). The high immersion of bridge simulators im-proves the students ability to deploy the learned skillsto a real ship (Longo et al., 2015; Xiuwen et al., 2009a).Current VR SHS are realized in CAVE setups with projec-tors or screens displaying the 3D environment outsidethe ship bridge and a haptic bridge setup with the nec-essary equipment such as handles, radar or ECDIS (Aba-solo et al., 2014; Longo et al., 2015; Sandurawan et al.,2011; Xiufeng et al., 2004; Xiuwen et al., 2009a). Be-sides CAVEs, there are VR setups using HMDs (Hensen,1999; Denker et al., 2015). Denker et. al. (Denker et al.,2015) developed a simulator by using a VR-headset. Inthere, a virtual replica of a ship bridge was represented,including the consoles and user interfaces. For the
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Figure 2. The concept for the HMD setup compared to the CAVE setup.

interaction, a game controller was used. With it, theuser is able to control the movement and interactionsof an avatar. Morlid Interaktiv (Mor, 2020) built a VRship bridge simulator using an HMD. They developeda mobile and low cost setup with a multi-user setupand an own interaction engine based on real hand in-teractions. The bene�ts of such setups are supposed toreduce costs (Hensen, 1999; Denker et al., 2015), reli-ability, the possibility to simulate almost everything,and to collect neutral data without the possible in�u-ence of a present research conductor (Denker et al.,2015). However, HMD setups have limitations due torestricted interactions with the physical equipment andcollaboration di�culties in multi-user setup (Hensen,1999).

3. Materials and Methods

In order to compare a VR ship handling simulator usingan HMD with a CAVE setup and determine its usabil-ity for educational purposes, the CAVE setup served asmodel for the HMD setup (Figure 3). The commercialsimulator consists of a wooden chassis of a bridge withprojectors providing the view out of the windows. Thebridge is placed on the actual bridge position in the 3Dmodels of real ships and utilizes a physical, standard-ized set of equipment as input devices. The informationand hydrodynamics is processed in a small server room.In a training session, maneuvers are usually carried outin two-man maneuvers and controlled by an instructorin a room outside.Since the HMD setup was realised with an HTC Viveand its controllers, interaction modalities are alteredin our VR simulator. Thus, the interaction is a key dif-ference of the simulators. In the CAVE, the users candirectly interact with the equipment and get feedback,whereas with an HMD such a direct interaction is notpossible. Our simulator used an HTC Vive to visualizethe environment and its controllers to translate thehand interactions for the user input. A ship model andterrain database from the CAVE setup was used andbuilt in to our simulator, whereas the virtual bridge inour setup was built into the 3D model of the ship usingthe original windows. This concept is shown in Fig-ure 2. Additionally, the possibility to use the bridge

Figure 3. The study setup for both, the CAVE (left) and the HMD con-dition (right).

wings was added, which gave the ability to steer theship form outside the bridge. Original turning maneu-vers data from the equivalent real ship was used toimplement the hydrodynamics in our setup. However,due to several unknown factors in real ship movements,we lowered the �delity in the hydrodynamics and ig-nored the environmental in�uences, such as wind andwater forces. We used Unity to build our simulator andused the SteamVR Add-On for the realization in VR. Forthe interaction, we attached the Circular Drive scriptfrom the Add-On to all bridge instruments, whichmadethem intractable to the controller.
3.1. User Study

Before the study, we assumed that the HMD setup willbe well received by the participants. The interaction isassumed to be in need of getting used to it and unusualdue to the di�erent haptic feedback compared to realworld interactions. These assumptions were based onfeedback of experts. The experts tested our setup assoon, as all interactions were implemented, but thetraining scenario was not developed yet.
3.1.1. Study Design
A within-subject-design was chosen to receive partic-ipant’s feedback directly comparing both conditions.For this reason, all participants had to perform eachtask under the same conditions in both setups (Butzand Krüger, 2014). The setups (Figure 3) are the depen-dent variable in this study and are give the possibilityto ful�ll a task (in this case, a learning objective forstudents).The independent variables in this study are of quan-titative and qualitative nature. The quantitative dataconsists of the estimation of the distance, the task load(measured by the NASA-TLX (Xiao et al., 2005)) andthe task completion time.For getting qualitative data, notes during the studywere taken with focus on the interaction, the perfor-mance, and the general behavior of the participants.In Addition, a semi-structured interview after thewhole experiment was held. Here, the main aspectswere comparing both simulators by the factors: real-ism/immersion, situation awareness and preference.In order to elevate the situation awareness the model(Figure 4) by Øvergård et al. (Øvergård et al., 2015) was
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Figure 4. Situation awareness model after Endsley by Øvergård etal. (Øvergård et al., 2015)

used. The �rst level includes perception of elementsin the current situation, the second one comprehen-sion and the third projection into the future. All levelstogether are required to make decisions. For nauticalstudents this means, they �rst have to be aware oftheir own ship, the velocity, course etc. Then they needawareness of the immediate surroundings, like buoys,harbors or other ships. Lastly, students have to projectinto the future, and consider the weather, the harborand berthing tasks and make decisions accordingly.
3.1.2. Training Scenario
To test the HMD setup, a scenario where the partici-pants must fully interact with the maneuvering aidson the ship bridge is important. Therefore, a scenariowas created with the help of a supervisor working as ateacher at a nautical university. The scenario includedaspects that are trained in the CAVE setup rangingfrom beginners, with no ship handling experience, tostudents with a lot of experience. Testing all ship in-struments, including the bridge wings, and exercisinga reasonable/real-life situation are the criteria for thescenario. In the following, the tasks for the scenarioare listed:
• Following the waterway to a prede�ned harbor entry• Berthing of the ship at the quay• While berthing, a distress message comes in (ma-neuvering unable boat is in distress)• Turning the own ship and gaining speed• Leaving the harbor• Searching the distress boat
The scenario ends when the boat is found. The optimalroute is around 2.5 nautical miles (4.63 km) long andthe travel time is around 15 minutes with an averagespeed of 12 kn (22.224 km/h). To avoid a learning e�ectby the participants, the route changed in its location,but not in its overall travelled distance after every con-dition. The task is chosen, because harbor entries/exits

are very complex navigational tasks and have a highrisk of collision (Hreniuc and Batrinca, 2014; Longoet al., 2015) and without training them, students arenot able to gain the certi�cate of competence (Ghoshand Bowles, 2013). It is particularly important to trainberths at simulators, because few cadets train themon-board (Sampson, 2004).
3.1.3. Participants
For the study, one instructor from a nautical universityand four nautical science students from the same uni-versity were recruited, all of them in higher semesters(7 and 9). The participants were between 22 and 26years old (Mean = 24.5, SD = 1.5), while three of themwere male and one female. Two of them stated theyhad half a year of ship experience, one had one year ofship experience and one had more than one year of shipexperience. All of them had a SHS experience of onlya few times per year. Three of the participants said,they had no VR experience and one minor experiences.All students were asked to perform the scenario in theCAVE and in the HMD setup, while the supervisor wasobserving their behavior.
3.1.4. Procedure
In a real typical training situation, students and su-pervisors have a brie�ng about the upcoming session.Afterwards, the students perform their training, whilethe supervisors observe them. In the end, there is adebrie�ng (Int, 2002). In our study, this procedurewas complied. In the beginning, the participants hada short explanation of the study, its purpose and theirrights during the study. Afterwards they were askedto sign the consent and �ll in a demographic ques-tionnaire. Then, the participants were briefed by theinstructor into the scenario, with showing the map anda Pilot Card, containing ship information. After thebrie�ng, the participants were asked to perform thescenario either �rst in the CAVE or in the HMD setupto avoid a consistency of the performance (Butz andKrüger, 2014). Table 1 shows the counterbalance.In the beginning of the HMD condition, there was ashort settling-in period to give the participants thepossibility to accustom to the HMD setup and learnthe interactions. After the participants got familiar,the training scenario started. Both scenarios startedwith a distance estimation to another ship, which waslocated around 440 m away. Following this, the par-ticipants were free to ful�ll their task on their ownaccord. After being close to the berth of the own ship,the participants received a distress message by the in-structor which they also were supposed to ful�ll freely.During the scenario, the instructor gave advice aboutmaneuvers and verbally helped the participants withtheir task. After the scenario was completed, the par-ticipants were asked to �ll out the NASA-TLX question-naire and a debrie�ng was hold. In the debrie�ng, the
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Table 1. Permutation of the study conditions.
Order ID: 1 ID: 2 ID: 3 ID: 4
First setup CAVE HMD CAVE HMD
Second setup HMD CAVE HMD CAVE

instructor gave the participants feedback on their per-formance. Finally, the participants were asked abouttheir self-assessment. The same procedure from thebrie�ng until the NASA-TLX was repeated for the othercondition. At the end of the study, an interview washold with the participants.
3.1.5. Technical Issues
During the study, a few technical issues arose in bothsimulators. In the CAVE, one projector did not work andstayed o� for all four participants. Also, some informa-tion displays did not work properly. The informationplaced on them was shifted to the right side, leadingto cutting o� information. Additionally, the moduleof the steering wheel was detached and could not beimplemented for the study. For complementing this,the participants had to use the left tiller for steering,as the right tiller was not working either. In the HMDsetup the virtual handles sometimes got stuck at theminimum or maximum values. Also, the synchronisa-tion between the wing and inside tiller broke in one run.Additionally, the zoom levels of the ECDIS and RADARwas insu�cient to display the whole map size on them.This was noted on run-time during the experiment andcould only be changed for the last participant. All otherparticipants were told the position for the search bythe instructor, so that they could �nish their task.

4. Results and Discussion

The gathered data was subdivided into quantitative andqualitative data. For the evaluation, the qualitative partwas of higher importance.
4.1. Quantitative Data

The quantitative data consists of a distance estimation,the task completion time and the NASA-TLX results.
4.1.1. Distance Estimation
Participants estimated the distance towards anothership poorly in both setups. The estimations were quitelow compared to the actual distance of 440 m. AsFigure 5 shows, the closest estimation in the CAVEsetup was 370 m, whereas the closest estimation in theHMD setup was 220 m, both by the same participant,with a di�erence of 150 m. Most estimations in theCAVE were slightly closer to the actual distance (Mean= 200, SD = 118) than in the HMD setup (Mean = 162.5,SD = 58). Only one participant performed better in theHMD than in the CAVE setup. The di�erences to theactual distance are shown in light grey.

Figure 5. Results of the distance estimation.

Figure 6. Task completion time.

4.1.2. Task Completion Time
The participants needed less time to solve the wholescenario in the HMD (Mean = 29.31 min, SD = 261)than in the CAVE setup (Mean = 1803.9 s, SD = 499).However, only one participant needed much more timeto solve the task in the CAVE (2563.8 s) than in theHMD setup (1941.6 s) with a di�erence of around 800s, as the instructor granted another three minutes for�nishing the maneuver. The task completion time isshown in Figure 6.
4.1.3. NASA-TLX
Overall, the participants stated their task load slightlylower using the HMD (Mean = 5.04, SD = 1.52) com-pared to the CAVE (Mean = 5.75, SD = 1.44). Only oneparticipant had a higher workload in the HMD (Mean= 6.17, SD = 1.07) than in the CAVE setup (Mean =5.5, SD = 3.5). Figure 7 shows the mean scores ofthe NASA-TLX. In detail, the participants stated thequestions as followed. For the mental workload, allparticipants answered the task was less demandingin the HMD setup (Mean = 5.75, SD = 1.48) comparedto the CAVE setup (Mean = 7.75, SD = 1.92). Also thephysical workload was rated less demanding in theHMD setup (Mean = 4, SD = 1.87) than in CAVE (Mean= 5, SD = 2.45) except for one participant, who had ahigher physical demand in there. Most participants
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Figure 7. NASA-TLX means.

felt less time pressure in the HMD setup (Mean = 4,SD = 1.58) than in CAVE (Mean = 5, SD = 2.12). Onlyone participant felt a higher time pressure in the HMDsetup. The participants felt slightly more successfulusing the HMD (Mean = 7.5, SD = 0.87) than solvingthe task in the CAVE setup (Mean = 7.25, SD = 1.09)with two participants stating a higher success in CAVEand two participants in HMD. All participants had towork equally hard to accomplish the goal in both, theCAVE (Mean = 6, SD = 2.92) and the HMD setup (Mean= 6, SD = 1.87). In the CAVE setup (Mean = 3.5, SD= 2.06), the participants felt slightly more frustratedthan using the HMD (Mean = 3, SD = 1.58).

4.2. Qualitative Data

Qualitative data was gathered by observing the partic-ipants during the study, both by the supervisor andus. Additionally an interview was held after the experi-ment.Overall, all four participants behaved di�erently com-pared to each other. Three participants were reliablein both simulators, whereas one participant struggleda lot with the interaction in HMD. The participant hada long settling-in period in the test scene and seemedoverwhelmed with using the controller as an inter-action tool. In the CAVE setup, the same participantbehaved more self-con�dent, yet needed help by thesupervisor in both conditions.For the interaction with the bridge instruments, therewere small di�erences between the simulators. Onedi�erence was the missing realistic haptic feedback ofthe handles in the HMD setup, which made it slightlyless realistic in its usage. In order to this drawback, wecould observe that the participants looked down at theinstruments each time they adjusted them, whereasin the CAVE setup, they used the handles without achange in sight. For the handles in the HMD setup, theparticipants struggled with the problem of the block-age. Another di�erence was the usage of the ECDIS andradar. While in the CAVE setup, the ECDIS and radarwas used frequently for navigating, it was rarely used

in the HMD, due to the minor functionality. In theHMD setup, the participant rather navigated by sight.Here, the usage of the bridge wings in the HMD setupwas found to be very useful, felt more realistic and itbrought more immersion into the simulator. Though itfelt more realistic, the participants had struggles withrecognizing the buoys in the environment in our setup.During the study, the instructor asked all participantsregularly about their speed, course and plans. Thesequestions tested the students situational awareness, ac-cording to Øvergård et al. (Øvergård et al., 2015). Solelyone participant had a good situation awareness in CAVEand another participant in the HMD setup. Addition-ally, one participant had a good outstanding awarenessin the CAVE setup.Two participants felt very uncon�dent in estimatingthe distance in both conditions. Two participants feltreliable and one could not �nd much di�erence to theestimation in real life. The participants used di�er-ent methods to measure the distance. Some used areference point or a known distance, like the ship’sbreadth/length or the distance between two buoys andone participant applied real life experience in addition.One participant estimated just by the view and used noaids. For two participants it felt easier to estimate thedistance in the HMD setup, they reasoned it throughthe immersion and one participant felt the estimationmore easily in the CAVE setup.For the training of students in the future, two partici-pants preferred the commercial SHS, reasoned by thehigher realism in the handling and physics. One par-ticipant preferred a combination of both setups withdi�erent curricula, like the basic navigation on sightor the berthing of a ship for the HMD setup. One par-ticipant even preferred the HMD setup. The mentionedreasons were the better immersion and the view. Fur-thermore, two participants mentioned the limited timestudents have for practicing in the commercial SHS andthat a supplementary simulator, like the one we devel-oped with eliminated drawbacks, is a good possibilityfor more practice time.

4.3. Discussion

Prior to the study, we expected that the task load wouldbe higher in our simulator. This was reasoned to theexpectation of the probably unknown controls. Theresults instead showed that the task load was higher inthe CAVE setup. Reasoned by the participants with themore sophisticated hydro and ship dynamics, inducingmore factors to keep in mind and consider during amaneuver.In contrast to current research on distance estimationin VR (Jamiy and Marsh, 2019), we expected, after ex-perts gave positive feedback to the realistic-perceivedview in the HMD setup, that participants would producebetter distance estimations in the HMD setup. Whereas
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the results showed that the estimation in both setupswere poor, in ours slightly worse. Unfortunately, therewas no comparable data for the precision of estima-tions at sea in reality, but due to the comments by theparticipants of the better-perceived view, we wouldexpect similar estimations.In our study, the supervisor was only involved in theplanning process of the maneuver but not in the ex-periment design. This resulted in some errors, such ashim telling one participant the results of the distanceestimation before the interview. Additionally, he wasinstructed by us to act as it was a normal training ses-sion. Being a good instructor means providing the rightassistance at the right time. This caused variety in theexperiment procedure, because the participants per-formed di�erently and had individual problems. Thispeeked in one run, when the participant struggled withthe proposed berthing maneuver due to no prior knowl-edge, and therefore received three extra minutes toperform and practice the maneuver.As the results indicate, the resolution did not satisfy theparticipants. This was a hardware related limitation,since the HTC Vive is limited to 1080 x 1200 pixels pereye - 2160 x 1200 pixels together (HTC, 2020). In themeantime, HMDs with a better resolution and �elds ofview were released, which we expect would help witha better perception of the buoys and the environment,because the recognition of the colors of the buoys iscaused by the way the lighting is applied in the VE andenhanced due to the unsatisfying screen resolution.Another problem of the experiment were the handles inthe HMD setup when they got stuck at their minimumand maximum angles. This problem originated fromthe used script provided by SteamVR. During the ex-periment, it caused the ship to become hard to handleand the performance might have been in�uenced.With these �ndings, we could �nd out that an HMDVR SHS can be used for educational purposes. At thispoint, the HMD setup already provides the ability toachieve learning goals. Learning goals include gettingfamiliar with bridge equipment, plotting and �ndingroutes, staying on the fairway, learning and applyingrules and laws, and improving awareness and decisionmaking. However, we also found out that HMD VRSHS cannot yet be compared to established educationalCAVE setups. Although the setup is designed to be asclose to a CAVE setup as possible, the physics and hy-drodynamics simulation are not sophisticated enoughat the moment as well as the missing haptic feedbackto enable eyes-free control of e.g. virtual handles. As aresult, important maneuvers like COLREG or berthingcannot be performed accurately and not in a preparingway for work life. Nevertheless, the view system anduse of the wings outperforms the view in the CAVE andresults in higher immersion. Nevertheless, studentsliked the idea of easier access to simulation time andpractice. Therefore, the HMD VR SHS can already be

used as a compound tool and is a promising foundationfor future development.

5. Conclusion

In order to provide nautical science students with morepractice time in a ship handling simulator, we devel-oped a low-cost and �exible alternative prototype. Forthe vision in VR, we used an HMD and its controllerfor the interaction. To test its validity, we comparedour approach in a within-subject experiment with analready existing and used SHS in a CAVE setup. Ourresults showed that our implementation brought moreimmersion when steering a ship by sight, but lack ofaccurate ship behavior. However, the prototype can bealready used as an additional training tool to the CAVEsetup. Basic navigation, including keeping track on theroute and familiarization with the ship bridge instru-ments, can be achieved. When adding more complexity,the participants appreciates our setup as a valid stan-dalone tool and would be liked for practicing maneuversin it.

5.1. Future Work

The current HMD setup cannot be used as a standaloneSHS for training and educational purposes. In order tomake it a full-�edged simulator several things have tobe improved. First of all the lack of realism in termsof ship dynamics and physics shall be addressed. Addi-tionally, a real ECDIS and radar functionality should beadded.Training maneuvers are usually carried out by multiplepersons. This requires a multi user-setup for the HMDsimulator. Besides training the communication aspectof the ship, maneuvering as a team in a multi-usersetup would enable remote training sessions. Splittingup a team spatially would also resemble the reality ofship operations where di�erent crew members work indi�erent parts of the ship.The proposed VR simulator currently works with a stan-dardized virtual bridge, which is used in every simu-lated ship. In reality, every bridge is di�erent, rang-ing from small bridges on ferries up to 50 m widebridges on large container ships. Without a physicalbridge, it is possible to use the actual bridge setupsin the VR simulation, potentially increasing realism.On the other hand, participants preferred the hapticfeedback of physical equipment in the CAVE more. Con-sequently, combinations of real ship equipment and VRusing HMDs shall be investigated.Bearing these further implementations in mind, theSHS using an HMD is a reasonable practice tool andprovides an alternative to the existing SHS in a CAVEsetup.
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